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1. Check System Information

(1) Which version of NTOSKRNL.EXE?

(2) Check if it’s booted with PAE version (Windows2000 or WinXp):
Registry entry:
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Session Manager\Memory Management
Check the PhysicalAddressExtention item.

(3) Which kernel image and HAL at installation?
Run Windbg, using the following commands:
Check kernel information: lm vm nt
Check HAL information: lm vm hal

2. Process Details with Process Explorer

When Process Explorer starts, it shows by default the process list on the top half and opened handles for the currently selected process on the bottom half. It also shows image descriptions, company names, and full paths if the mouse pointer hovers over the process name. Notice that, the first time you run Process Explorer, you will receive a message that symbols are not currently configured. If you didn’t set the symbol path in Lab 1, please configure it as described in Lab 1.

In this lab, we follow these steps:
1. Turn off the lower pane by deselecting View, Show Lower Pane.
2. Notice that processes hosting services are highlighted by default in pink. Your own processes are highlighted in blue.
3. Hover your mouse pointer over the image name for processes, and notice the full path displayed by the ToolTip.
4. Click on View, Select Columns, and add the image path.
5. Sort on the process column, and notice the tree view disappears. (You can either display tree view or sort by any of the columns shown.) Click again to sort from Z to A. Then click again (or CTRL+T) and the display returns to tree view.
6. Deselect “View”, “Show Processes from All Users” to show only your processes.

7. Go to Options, Difference Highlight Duration, and change the value to 5 seconds. Then launch a new process (anything), and notice the new process highlighted in green for 5 seconds. Exit this new process, and notice the process is highlighted in red for 5 seconds before disappearing from the display. This can be useful to see processes being created and exiting on your system.

8. Finally, double-click on a process and explore the various tabs available from the process properties display. Check the information in all of the tabs.
3. Viewing Installed drivers

You can list the installed drivers by running Msinfo32.exe (click Start->Run and then enter Msinfo32). Then expand Software Environment and open System Drivers. In Msinfo32, you can view types, file path, status and many other information of an installed driver in your system.
4. Identifying System Threads in the System Process

In the Process Explorer, double click System process, and then click the Threads tab. You can find all the system threads in that tab. To see which driver creates a system thread, click that thread and then click Module button. Here is an example: